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Township of Woolwich and Wellesley announce the winners of the three #TASTETHECOUNTRYSIDE 
prizes. 

Woolwich and Wellesley, ON – Today, Mayor Nowak (Township of Wellesley), Mayor Shantz (Township 
of Woolwich) and Jenna Morris (Woolwich Economic Development and Tourism Officer) announced the 
three lucky prize winners for #TASTETHECOUNTRYSIDE – a 10-day dining event coordinated by the 
Townships of Woolwich, Wellesley, and Explore Waterloo Region.  

To support the industry, the event aimed to remind residents of the delicious food available in their own 
backyard so when they look for somewhere to dine in or take out, they choose somewhere local. 
#TASTETHECOUNTRYSIDE ran from September 25 to October 4 and highlighted delicious $15 or $35 prix 
fixe menus from participating food establishments. 

Guests could enter a ballot each time they enjoyed a #TASTETHECOUNTRYSIDE meal.  
Of the almost 300 ballots, Mayor Shantz, Mayor Nowak and Jenna Morris are excited to announce the 
following prize winners: 

PRIZE #1: LOCAL ADVENTURE and DINNER for 4 
First, a private, authentic museum tour for four at The Mennonite Story in St. Jacob’s. 
Then, the chefs at the all new Stone Crock will create a unique four-course menu complete with beer 
and wine pairings for each course and a visit from the chef explaining the pairing selections. 
Winner: Connie Walz, Elmira 
  
PRIZE #2: FARMER’S MARKET CHARCUTERIE BOARD 
Your very own, handmade, 24” wooden charcuterie board by Gerry Kuglin at Old Corral Plank 
Furniture with cheese and preserves from Kitchen Kuttings! Also, a Made in Canada blanket to keep 
you cozy. All provided by vendors at St. Jacob’s Farmers Market.  
Winner: Jacqueline Bendall, Kitchener 
  
PRIZE #3: COFFEE DATE 
Eco Café coffee beans, an AeroPress coffee maker and 2 travel mugs.  
Winner: Darrell Martin, Elmira 
  

 
Mayor Shantz and Mayor Nowak want to thank all participants for supporting local and look forward to 
hosting again in the future. They remind residents and visitors to follow Public Health guidelines and 
recommendations to help stop the spread of COVID-19. 
 
Jenna Morris explained the event was well-received and all participants are excited to partake again. 
Stay tuned for future dates! 



 
Visit http://tastethecountryside.ca and Follow @TastetheCountrysideWR on Instagram for future 
#TastetheCountryside dates! 
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